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Joglo Clubhouse
A fun and flexible primary school

Childhood as it should be!

Joglo Clubhouse School is located very close to Canggu/Pererenan in the
quiet neighborhood of Seseh, providing a fun educational experience and
amazing trips all over Bali. Since our beginnings in 2020, we have catered
to a range of situations; if you are looking for a well-rounded education, or
you are online, home or world schooling, or simply looking for a fun,
short-term community for your child, your children are more than welcome.

We believe that it's most important for children to enjoy their school life,
and that's why our approach is centered around positive relationships and
dynamic fun, inspiring creative problem-solving and a passion for learning.

The key target outcome at Joglo Clubhouse is emotional and social
well-being - we focus on the importance of mindfulness, respect and
kindness. As kids grow with a positive approach to school, academic
proficiency comes naturally in their later years - there is no need to put
pressure on them at such a young age. Let's encourage our children to
enjoy life and have gratitude for the little things.

http://www.jogloclubhousebali.com
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A Typical Week…

Location

The Joglo Clubhouse is situated in a quiet neighborhood on a beautiful
property with plenty of space for playing and running, a big swimming
pool, large classrooms, and a fun little elevated “tree-house”.

From the junctions on Raya Canggu: two minutes from Pererenan, five
minutes from Batu Bolong, ten minutes from Berawa. Add a couple of
minutes if the tra�c is bad ;) Check us on Google Maps here.

http://www.jogloclubhousebali.com
https://goo.gl/maps/oJxtWwxfaF76dbyHA
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Timetable for 2024 / 2025:

The school calendar follows a weekly format - there are no terms /
semesters.

● Breaks occur during major National/Balinese holidays.
● Every week is five days (Monday to Friday)
● No day o� for National Holidays (on Sept 16, Apr 18, May 1, May 12,

May 29).

http://www.jogloclubhousebali.com
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Fees

Weekly Fee - Rph 2,300,000
Part-time: five days (weekly fee) spread over two consecutive weeks.

● Snacks/lunches are included.
● Friday beach days are included, and other Friday outings are

subsidised.
● Students may come for one free trial day at the school - if it occurs

on a Monday and the student will continue for the rest of the week,
the weekly rate will be applied with a 20% discount.

● Supervision begins at 8.30am and finishes at 3pm. Classes run from
9am - 2pm.

● There is a 15% sibling discount (applied to all siblings).
● Fees are paid up front.
● For the part-time option, the (5) chosen days of attendance (over the

two weeks) must be confirmed to the school before attendance
begins.

● Please note that the fee structure is subject to change - please
confirm with our team on WhatsApp or email.

Long-Term Enrollment

Weekly fee of Rph 2,300,000 multiplied by the number of weeks, then the discount is applied.

2 weeks - 10% : Rph 4,140,000
3 weeks - 12% : Rph 6,072,000
4 weeks - 14% : Rph 7,912,000
5 weeks - 16% : Rph 9,660,000
6 weeks - 18% : Rph 11,316,000
7 weeks - 20% : Rph 12,880,000
8 weeks - 22% : Rph 14,352,000
9 weeks - 24% : Rph 15,732,000
10 weeks - 26% : Rph 17,020,000
11 weeks - 28% : Rph 18,216,000
12 weeks - 30% : Rph 19,320,000

Beyond 12 weeks - 30% discount applies.

http://www.jogloclubhousebali.com
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- The discounts above only apply to consecutive weeks. If there are
school-administered breaks within the requested enrollment period,
attendance will continue immediately after the breaks.

- There are no refunds or exchanges given for time/days missed due to
illness, personal or behavioral issues during the current week in question
(if the school is informed from the Sunday beforehand onwards).

- In case of a medical emergency, if the absence is accompanied by a
doctor’s certificate, full diagnosis and/or medical test results, then a
refund can be calculated depending on the number of days absent (not
including the day the school is informed of the absence). A daily refund
rate of Rph 300,000 applies.

- For foreseen absences in subsequent weeks, if the school is informed
before the Sunday beforehand, then a refund or exchange can be
administered. A daily refund rate of Rph 300,000 applies.

- For full-time students, an exchange can only be applied to the week
immediately following the current payment period (indicated on the
invoice/receipt). For part-time students, an exchange can be applied either
within, or in the week immediately following, the current payment period. In
order to ensure availability, the school must be informed of the dates of
exchange by the Friday before the week in which they are applied for.

- An exchange can only be applied to the same child.

Additional expenses

The weekly Friday outings and termly overnight trips are optional and not
included in the fee, but they are subsidized in the fee (Rph 50,000). The
budget for the weekly outings is approximately Rph 300,000 - 400,000 per
student per week (on average it is Rph 300,000).

The cost of the overnight trips varies, at approximately Rph 700,000 -
1,000,000 per student per trip. During these outings / trips, basic snacks
and/or lunches may be included in the price, while extra expenses, such as
additional snacks or drinks, are not. It is advised that students have some
pocket money for such expenses.

http://www.jogloclubhousebali.com
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Snacks are served at 10am and 2pm - fruit and pancakes, and lunch is
served at 12pm. Other snack foods are available for purchase at the
school. Students may bring their own food if they wish (but will follow the
same schedule for snack-time and lunch-time).

Educational materials - basic stationary (pens, pencils, paper, folders, etc)
and Art or Science supplies of a reasonable amount are included in the
fee. If a student is continuously using large quantities of items such as
paints and canvases, then the student/family may have to cover the costs.
The fee does not include a tablet PC or laptop, though it may be possible
to borrow such an item while on the premises.

Examinations or any further curricular registrations are not included in
the fee.

Contact

Please contact us to inquire about enrollment or for any further questions;
choose your preferred method below.

Instagram: WhatsApp: Website:
@jogloclubhouse +6285226440456 www.jogloclubhousebali.com

Email:
sisi@jogloclubhousebali.com
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